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Numeri al solutions to the problem of seismi wave propagation, that
allow simulations of omplete wave elds through 3D stru tures, are urrently revolutionizing seismology and related elds. So far - in order to al ulate theoreti al
seismograms in the observed frequen y bands - one had to resort to solution methods with severe limitations (e.g., ray theoreti al approximations, one-dimensional
stru tures, perturbation theory, et .). Only in the past few years, omputational
power has allowed us to simulate wave elds that an be dire tly ompared to observations. Even though the omputations still require substantial resour es, the
methodologies developed in the past de ade are beginning to enter routine pro essing steps in all bran hes ranging from exploration seismi s to global seismology.
Here we present re ent examples in global seismology (spe tral element modeling
of global wave propagation) and earthquake s enario simulations, their relation to
shaking hazard estimation, and asso iated problems. The next de ade will see fundamental hanges in the way data tting (inverse problem, parameter estimation) is
done in seismology with the potential of advan es in several elds of Earth S ien es.
Summary.

1 Introdu tion
Many phenomena of (vis o-)elasti (a ousti ) wave propagation are the basis for diagnosti tools in elds su h as medi ine, meteorology, seismology,
exploration geophysi s, engineering, material s ien es and others. Be ause of
the in reasing omputational power, the methodologies used in these elds
have dramati ally onverged in the past de ade. Numeri al solutions to wave
propagation problems - using nite di eren es (FD), nite volumes (FV), nite and spe tral element methods (FEM and SEM respe tively) and others are now ommon tools in most dis iplines. While the algorithm development
is now at a fairly advan ed stage, the routine appli ation of those tools with
the asso iated potential large impa t is just at the beginning. The KONWIHR
proje t des ribed here (numeri al wave propagation) fo used in the past years
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on the program development and veri ation. Below, we will link these developments to other ongoing proje ts and demonstrate that KONWIHR was
fundamental in providing the more te hni al progress, thereby serving these
related proje ts.

1.1 Current Issues in Computational Seismology
Several of the te hni al and s ienti obje tives and results were presented
in the two previous proje t reports [?, ?℄. These fo used on the development
of 3D wave propagation tools for media with strong topography [?, ?℄, the
al ulation of earthquake s enarios and the resulting ground motions [?, ?, ?,
?, ?, ?℄, the simulation of wave propagation in seismi ally a tive fault zones
[?, ?, ?℄, the simulation of the a tual rupture pro ess during earthquakes
[?, ?, ?℄ and nally the emerging eld of numeri al wave propagation on a
global s ale [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?℄. It is beyond the s ope of this paper
to des ribe the results in detail. The main s ienti advan es are summarized
here:
Earthquake S enarios. 3D simulations of earthquake s enarios in seismi ally a tive regions (e.g., Cologne Basin) show that the 3D stru ture, sour e
lo ation, sour e me hanism, near-surfa e stru ture, et . strongly in uen e the
peak ground motion observed at a parti ular point in the region of interest
(e.g., [?℄). This has tremendous impli ations for seismi hazard studies, as
many more aspe ts need to be taken into a ount for reliable estimations
than was previously thought. The most important fa tor is the 3D seismi
velo ity stru ture, that is often not suÆ iently well known. Studies are being
undertaken (see Se t. 2.4) to in orporate un ertainties into the estimation of
shaking hazard.
Dynami Rupture. The physi al pro esses that happen at the fault
during rupture are still poorly understood. Re ently it was dis overed that
- if a ross the fault the material properties hange, a likely feature at many
large deformation-rate strike slip faults su h as the San Andreas in California
- rupture at bi-material interfa es may dramati ally in uen e the rupture
behavior. A large number of simulations arried out as a parameter study
illustrated the behavior of ruptures in su h ir umstan es. It was shown that
if rupture initializes in the vi inity of su h material interfa es, the rupture is
likely to migrate to this interfa e and ontinue to break that parti ular fault
[?, ?, ?℄.
Global Seismology. Wave propagation on a planetary s ale was so far
predominantly arried out using quasi-analyti al approa hes (e.g., spheri al
harmoni s) and perturbation theory. Only re ently the impa t of 3D stru tures on the observed wave eld is being appre iated. A large part of the
information ontained in the re orded seismograms is still not used to understand the stru ture of the Earth's deep interior. With the tools developed in
the Muni h group (axi-symmetri approa h [?℄ and spheri al se tions [?, ?, ?℄)
as well as a spe tral element approa h [?, ?, ?℄ that was developed elsewhere
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but was extended and installed on the Muni h super omputer fa ilities, a new
era of global seismi data modeling is just beginning.
After putting the KONWIHR proje t in the ontext of other a tivities, we
will present re ent results from three ongoing topi s.

1.2 KONWIHR and Related Proje ts
There was strong bene ial intera tion between the KONWIHR proje t and
other studies. The te hni al lessons learned through the ode development
(debugging, pro ling, parallelization) within KONWIHR lead to su essful
appli ations of the algorithms in proje ts like the International Quality
Network: Georisk (www.iqn-georisk.de, funded by the German A ademi
Ex hange Servi e); the Geosensor Proje t (BMBF, Geote hnologies program) that aims at understanding earthquake indu ed rotational motions [?℄;
a study that aims at understanding the seismi signature of plumes (German Resear h Foundation); and others. The experien es within the KONWIHR proje t were instrumental in the preparation for a large European network in omputational seismology that was funded by the European Union in
2003. This proje t alled SPICE (Seismi wave propagation and imaging in
omplex media: a European network, www.spi e-rtn.org) is the rst Resear h
and Training Network in omputational seismology onne ting 14 European
institutions and aims at developing a digital library with veri ed wave propagation odes for the Earth S ien e ommunity. The proje t will also train
young resear hers in this eld through workshops and online training material.

2 Re ent S ienti

Results

2.1 Spe tral Element Modeling of Global Wave Propagation
In the last years the spe tral element method be ame one of the most important tools in omputational seismology. Being a modi ed nite element
method, its name derives from the onvergen e behavior of the method with
in reasing order, whi h is the same as in the spe tral methods.
First introdu ed for uid dynami s [?℄, it was further developed in the 1990's
for seismologi al appli ations ([?℄ and [?, ?℄). Today the SEM an be used
to simulate the wave propagation in global spheri al Earth models in luding various features su h as topography/bathymetry, laterally heterogenous
velo ity stru tures in the rust and the mantle, attenuation, anisotropy and
also se ond order e e ts as for example Earth's rotation, gravity or the in uen e of o ean water on the wave eld [?, ?℄. The advantages of the method
are not only the apability of dealing with the omplex problems mentioned
above, but also its high a ura y and the ease of implementing free boundary
onditions. Espe ially for global Earth models, the latter is very appre iable.
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The model for global wave propagation is built using the \ ubed sphere"
approa h. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the initial ube is gradually distorted from left to right, until its six fa es mat h the surfa e of the sphere.
In the lower part of the pi ture the pro edure is shown for one of the six
\ hunks" omprising the ubed sphere. The lue in this pro edure is to keep a
small ube in the interior of the mesh undistorted thus avoiding singularities
in the enter at r = 0.
In the urrent implementation of the SEM in a parallel MPI-FORTRAN
ode, the model spa e is de omposed for ea h hunk separately, but in the
same manner. The number of divisions in both \horizontal" dire tions of the
hunks has to be equal. In radial dire tion, the hunks are not split up. Thus,
for given integer values n of possible divisions (1,2,3,...), the resulting number
of pro esses for the whole sphere gets 6  n2 (= 6; 24; 54; 96 et .).
As rst tests on the SR8000 showed minor performan e with auto-parallelization,
we swit hed to intra-node MPI parallelization. The reasons for that are numerous indire t addressings in most of the loops, and therefore auto-parallelization
of the loops fails. In addition, the ommuni ation between the pro esses is only
at around 10% of the CPU time. Be ause of those reasons the number of nodes
used on the HITACHI is very unusual ompared to widely used 2n values.
At the moment we use a standard setup for various al ulations using 5  5
pro essors per hunk resulting in a total number of 150 pro esses. These are
distributed on 19 nodes. The typi al memory needed by our models, whi h
are a urate for periods greater than 20 s, is between 60 to 90 GB, depending
whether attenuation is in orporated or not. The typi al runtime is 3.4 se onds
per time step leading to a total runtime of 19 hours for the al ulation of a
90 minute seismogram. This setup already allows us to enter a new realm of
data modeling with dramati improvement of mis t between observations and
theory as shown in Se t. 2.2.

2.2 Convergen e of Observations and Theory - Examples from
Spe tral Element Modeling
The SEM des ribed above, was used in this study to show the de reasing
mis t of theoreti al simulations ompared to real data with in reasing omplexity of the applied models. We simulated the M8.1 Toka hi-oki earthquake
that happened on September 25, 2003. As a starting model we used a purely
elasti (i.e., no attenuation), isotropi , spheri ally symmetri Earth model.
The sour e itself was des ribed as a point sour e double ouple. In a se ond
step we extended the simulation using a nite sour e model (Ji Chen, personal ommuni ation). The next step was using the same radially symmetri
velo ity stru ture but this time in luding attenuation for both sour e models. Finally, we in luded all e e ts, that are up to date in orporated in the
SEM ode, only ex luding anisotropy. Thus, the nal model onsisted of a
laterally heterogenous, attenuating 3D velo ity stru ture for the Earth's rust
and mantle together with a 2  2 topography/bathymetry grid, as well as
0

0
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Fig. 1. Upper part: reation of a global Earth model by expanding an initial ube
to the sphere (i.e., ubed sphere mesh). Keeping a small entral ube undistorted
avoids singularities at r=0. Lower part: same as above for only one of the six hunks
of the ubed sphere mesh. (Pi ture ourtesy of Peter Dane ek).

rotation and gravity of the Earth and the e e ts of o ean water. Comparisons between respe tive simulations and observations are shown in Fig. 2.
The bottom seismogram shows the transverse omponent (w.r.t. the great
ir le path from the sour e to the re eiver) of the translational ground velo ity re orded with a broad-band seismometer at the Geodeti Observatory
Wettzell/Germany. The rst two seismograms from top show the results for
the radially symmetri Earth model without attenuation for point sour e (topmost tra e) and nite sour e (se ond from top) simulations. The amplitudes
were s aled to the S-wave amplitude of the real data whi h shows up at around
1350 s. The ratio of syntheti S-wave amplitude to the real amplitude (here
alled amp) is given in Fig. 2 for every seismogram. The third (point sour e)
and fourth ( nite sour e) tra es from top show the results for the omplex
3D Earth model des ribed above. The simulations for the radially symmetri
model with attenuation are not presented here, as they are very similar to
the ones without attenuation. This illustrates that attenuation has mu h less
e e t on the amplitudes than the representation of the sour e by an extended
fault plane (di eren e of amp of a fa tor of 10 for the two simulations using
the radially symmetri model in Fig. 2). The azimuthal dependen e of the
amplitude is alled the \dire tivity e e t", whi h is a result of the anisotropi
radiation from the large sour e area.
The results show a huge in rease of t to the real data with in reasing inorporation of the various e e ts. The syntheti seismograms of the both
sour e-type simulations for the 3D model are already quite lose to reality,
but show still too small amplitudes for the rst part of the surfa e waves
(between 2000 s and 2600 s). Nevertheless, the amplitudes of the nite sour e
seismogram are loser to the observed ones. Thus, the omplex 3D model with
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a nite sour e representation is the best tting one. To better illustrate this,
Fig. 3 shows both seismograms plotted on top of ea h other. Only for displaying purposes, the syntheti seismograms (dark grey) have been o set by 5%
of the maximum amplitude.
These omparisons show that with in reasing e ort and omplexity of the
models we are able to t observations quite well. Thus, by studying even
more omplex aspe ts in future and ontinuously omparing the results to
real data, the models of Earth's stru ture an be improved step by step with
impli ations for other elds like geodynami s, te toni s and geodesy.
Transverse acceleration: Data (bottom trace) and Synthetics
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Simulations using di erent Earth and sour e models ompared to real data
of the M8.1 Toka hi-oki earthquake, September 25 2003: The bottom tra e shows
the broad-band seismogram re orded at Wettzell/Germany. The two top tra es show
seismograms for a radially symmetri Earth model using a point sour e (uppermost
tra e) and a nite sour e model. The two middle tra es show simulations using a
3D velo ity model in orporating attenuation (anelasti ity), topography/bathymetry,
Earth's rotation and gravity and o ean water together with nite and point sour e
representations (se ond and third tra e from below respe tively). All syntheti seismograms have been s aled to the S-wave amplitude of the observations. The given
fa tor (amp) is the ratio of the syntheti S-wave amplitude and the S-wave amplitude
of the real data.
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the best tting simulation (3D { nite sour e; plotted in dark
grey) to the real observations (light grey). The seismograms are o set in verti al
dire tion by 5% of the maximum amplitude for better distin tion. Espe ially the
rst part of the surfa e waves between 2000 s and 2600 s t very well in waveform
and phase.

2.3 E e ts of Plume Stru tures on the Wave Field
Apart from studying the e e ts of Earth's stru ture at a global s ale, it is useful to examine the e e ts of prominent regional features in the Earth isolated
in order to improve understanding of their spe i in uen e. A prominent
stru ture on a regional s ale would be for example subdu tion zones. However, in re ent years the hot topi of the s ienti ommunity has been mantle
plumes. From earlier studies using a regional, Cartesian 3D ode [?℄, the development headed for examination of the in uen e of plumes on in oming
teleseismi wave elds. For this purpose a hybrid 2D axi-symmetri /regional
spheri al 3D ode was developed, allowing for an e e tive omputation of
the wave eld by on entrating omputational power on the area around the
stru ture of interest [?℄. Meanwhile, the fo us is on a full 3D spe tral element
approa h be ause it allows for a wider range of studies. Its drawba k are the
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enormous requirements in omputational power.
Using the same ode as des ribed in Se t. 2.1, we additionally implemented
plume models and are now beginning to systemati ally study e e ts of plume
geometry and the nature of the spatial perturbation pattern of plumes. In this
rst plume parameter study to date we aim at nding a typi al "signature"
of a plume in the wave eld. A further goal is to be able in future to suggest optimal experiment on guration in order to dete t this signature with
the least e ort possible. This has be ome ne essary sin e experiments arried
out to image plume stru tures be ame more and more expensive, espe ially
when employing o ean bottom seismometers, whi h are furthermore very difult to install and maintain. Nevertheless, they turn out to be mandatory
for studying important o ean island plumes su h as Hawaii.

2.4 Earthquake S enarios: Un ertainties in Ground Motion
Estimation
In this study 3D FD te hniques are applied to simulate wave propagation of
earthquake s enarios in seismi ally a tive regions and thus assess the seismi
hazard of su h areas. Ampli ations of ground motion due to low velo ity
stru tures su h as sedimentary basins is of spe ial interest in these investigations. Our studies of earthquake s enario simulations on entrate on basins
near the ity of Cologne and the Beijing metropolitan area [?, ?℄.
In FD ground motion simulations the velo ity model is dis retized onto a
spatial grid on whi h the wave equations are solved. This solution provides
the omplete 3D wave eld over the model spa e. Information on the ground
motion in terms of velo ity, a eleration or displa ement a ording to the
purposes of the simulation an be determined at any point (typi ally on the
surfa e). Quantities relevant for engineering purposes (e.g., intensity or shaking duration) are then derived from these values.
Results from FD simulations are ai ted with errors aused by two major
sour es: 1) approximation errors, due to un ertainties of the input data (e.g.,
velo ities, q-values, densities, sour e lo ation espe ially sour e depth et .) and
2) modeling errors, due to natural imperfe tions of mathemati al abstra tions
of real physi al events depending on the algorithms used in the simulations.
Whereas modeling errors an be minimized by properly hosen operator a ura y and simulation parameters, the in uen e of un ertainties in the input
data are hard to quantify. To investigate su h e e ts multiple simulations
were performed using varying models within realisti error margins on the
input data sets. We hose basin depth and hypo enter depth as parameter
axes along whi h the model is modi ed.
Figure 4 shows ve syntheti seismograms for the same earthquake s enario
at the same re eiver lo ation using velo ity models varying in terms of basin
depth by -10, -5, 0, 5 and 10% respe tively relative to the original model.
Notable e e ts on waveforms an be observed in the later arrivals whi h are
aused by surfa e waves multiply s attered within the sedimentary basin.
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These phases are most sensitive to slight variations on the basin shape as
resonant ampli ation o urs to di erent extents and at di erent points in
time. A variation of 30% in peak ground velo ity like in this example would
result in a di eren e in predi ted seismi intensity of one unit on the Mer alli
s ale. The expe ted shaking level would hange for example from so- alled
"severe" to "violent" whi h has distin t impli ations on lo al building odes.
Sour e depth is another input parameter in earthquake s enario modeling
ai ted with noti eable error. Besides the expe ted e e ts of earlier arrival
times and higher amplitudes with de lining sour e depth our investigations
show a strong impa t on resonant wave trains that an a ount for quite the
opposite behavior. Su h e e ts are due to the intera tion of sour e lo ation,
velo ity model and re eiver lo ation and an be quanti ed only by 3D simulations. Our goal is to pin down the most riti al model parameters and
quantify their in uen e on the simulation results.
Sample Station Synthetics
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Left part: ontour map of the sedimentary basin depth in the Cologne area.
Right part: syntheti seismograms for the same earthquake s enario (the Alsdorf,
July 22 2002 earthquake) and re eiver lo ation using velo ity models with varying
basin depth by -10, -5, 0, +5 and +10% respe tively. Note the strong in uen e of
the model variation on the later phases of the individual tra es.
Fig. 4.

3 General Con lusions and Outlook
In the eld of seismology the al ulation of syntheti (theoreti al) seismograms
for generally heterogeneous 3D media by numeri al means is now beginning
to omplement (maybe soon in large part to repla e) the previous tools (ray
theory, 1D-, 2D-approximations) used to pro ess, analyse and explain observations. For realisti problems, these al ulations will remain large-s ale om-
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puting problems with the ne essity of parallel programming for some time.
However, with the more and more ommon luster fa ilities and the ex iting prospe ts of GRID omputing, the developed odes are likely to be ome
routine tools for the seismologi al ommunity. Providing these new fa ilities
to the non-spe ialist Earth s ientist (i.e., non program-developer) is one of
the most important tasks for the oming years and will require substantial
software engineering parti ularly in the domain of www-interfa es and data
bases.
The results that are beginning to appear (e.g., [?℄), demonstrate that the
s ienti value of syntheti seismograms (i.e., the results of large s ale simulations) is approa hing that of observations. This has tremendous onsequen es
as it suggests that not only the observations (seismograms measured around
the world) should be ar hived and made publi ly available but also the syntheti seismograms. This problem is taken up within the European SPICE
proje t (see Se t. 1.2) and has led to an international working group of Earth
s ientists and seismi network managers with the aim of de ning ommon data
formats to store syntheti data in the same way as observations, also using the
same infrastru ture (e.g., international seismi data enters like www.iris.org).
As an example, this will imply that in the not so distant future, s ientists will
be able to download not only observed seismograms for spe i sites, but
also theoreti al seismograms omputed using the latest 3D referen e Earth
model. It is likely that this will allow new ways of rapidly interpreting seismograms and progress in the asso iated elds su h as (1) the determination
of earth stru ture, (2) the re overy of earthquake rupture properties, and (3)
the reliable estimation of shaking hazards.
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